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I

this is what we see – a room of vast proportions a human
figure struggling to make itself known “this is the
world” a prompter’s echo – here one
breathes & the dignity of man holds on? to assume
the stage naturalism of an idiot facing the
destiny of idiots – crossing a night emptied of
landmarks hammers battering the underside
of the sky / a dream of enormous coitus in deadpan
barbiturate afterlife – returning like first night jitters slot
machined fists drumming on urinals & gone weak
at the knees: here we land! face downwards
you see howwe have earned our days (out with only

10 one ship in the harbour
cargo stinking)…

THE FREE SEAMAKES THE FREE SPIRIT
poured concrete to anchor bluffing the tide – the strait
the sail thrashed by wind until it howls kicking in teeth
from impotence or perceived lack of alternative
done up like a promissory note a pawn shop suit &
two glass eyes (in real life the location is

elsewhere) there’s
no accounting for what or how we
see – hedging the demarcation line the routine

20 stripped back to under layers less ordinary
for the moment at first rush of blood not yet least – the
cold in the veins [but soon enough] / knowing
“before time” the cold sweat
through long hours of mid Atlantic Decembers – their
consequence butted up against “time & again”
in delusional fog – a set of co ordinates
arrived at by means of a “determined” accident
winds NW to NE course N 20° E



latd in south 54° 57' longd in Greenwh pr. reckg. 24° 6'
the calculus of depth soundings recedes

30 mantra like into far recesses – each time a different
voice a different register unnerving even as it
diminishes /…………………..ashore / casting an eye
down the eviction notices. surplus – the only human
value of anything (its technique becomes mechanical but
just enough that you won’t be able to stand it
otherwise): skulls nailed up on posts to be shot at – a sign
to tread cautiously… plagued by feelings of
undefined guilt? “if any man shall

add unto these things”
40 old figures of speech – adjusted / weighed against

the likelihood of a more practical advantage / nothing fore
suffered / each in its own time / alone – & from this
deduce how “these things” came about
between a fact & a state of mind (the voice tacit
half expired thoughts in struggle with inertia) the mantic
powers of purpose & effect in situ of this dead weight
sunk up to the neck shitting blood (not one whole
fragment even) that a word be given to us / an act of
poetic license… the giant buoys orbit overhead self

50 aggrandised instruments of a child’s prehistoric game
in which everything is reduced to a STATEOF
INNOCENCE – afterwards fitting the pieces back together
again / a clean slate / something new in the world (to be
viewed with gravity – provoking

boredom?) let it fail
for all our sakes



II

60

70

80

what’s post is prologue – an augury’s schadenfreude
watching through smudged glass the inevitable
scene: a cartoon strip apostle
leading a toad on a string – a “savage &
deformed slave” miming the lifespan of a hyphen
or a respiratory procedure (drawing breath in the briefest
of intervals) – too hot to think in that closed space an
artificial lung air thick with creosote. THE DEAF
WORMBEGAT UNHAPPILY etc as in

the fable of Zhuangzi / res
publica splayed on a snail’s horns (to accommodate
our fugitive wish)… the way one shouts
uselessly into wind / a screen of p thalo blue
framing that figure pathetically against foresheets
when was it? [beaten numb by the gale & often
took comfort from the fact]
bound as if to nights?

forfended against
sleep – there is an unreasonableness in exceeding
the rites of conscience (to stare at the sun
for example or spite one’s face)… a carnivorous
spirit dwells in each gesture of appeasement like
crude stitching in flesh barely covering muscle &
organ. bones cracked open for marrow. charred
viscera in which prolific & devoured intermingle –
there is no secret art to decipher them no common de
nominator for the sake of convenience or
superstition. details elicited under FALSE PRE

TENCES: thought encumbered the distance
between conjecture & its object the shoreline “ruinous”
on which that body once stood

totem fixture with eyes



90

100

110

blank as unmapped continents / or equally
the known outline of vegetation
climate & chronology – proceeding to more rigorous 
demarcation (presentment
of the whole by parts)… crossing to a point
inland – assuming depth; intensification; measured 
from an “outside” bound to the horizontal –
its impetus of contradiction reading downwards
to establish order make sense of what
keeps extending unremittently on all sides –
an unlike discursus that cannot be summed up by a 
stock fence & run through
nor by means of an otherwise “pictorial” representation

turner, Slaveship: Typhoon
Coming On, “incarnadine” the sea – it

continues to swim into the
transfixed  / cried blind from grief or disillusionment 

or love of an empty idea…
obiter dicta of sleepless miles before waking – dead 
endorphin  pump &

carnal haemorrhage
(“I cannot think when I am alone but only when forced 
to by difficult circumstances”) – insisting on latitude /
degrees north from estuary to anabranch charting the 
outcomes of glaciation
meltdown or “seasonal” drought prolonged by forces 
beyond human agency – what to make of their 
demands? eye & ear turned inwards
un attuned to the summoning of stones 
ithyphallic monuments of white clay [lunar

transepts] chiselled reefs of 
quartzite = “exposed spinal columns” 
in the terra rossa ( breeding ground
of undiscovered Australopithecus Stultus ) –120

ballast

xxxxx



the night barking of hungry dogs
trained to the scent / furtive shadows
among the steel headframes (PATENT SELF
LUBRICATING COMPRESSOR) & rust formed
trunks of ancient qu ndong trees…

shimmer of grey leaves
like a surface of illusory water / glaucous / corrugated
iron roofs / the greyblue bitumen of silver city hwy 79
threading time zones crosshatched in

130 dusk rendered enormity of reptile country / shingle
backed (totem ancestor of the dispossessed ones)…
dust risen from earth to assume a vaguely
human negligence or disperse / in silent tremor from
the open cut… an

operation to measure im
pedance / wastage / separating the one from its
consonance in the other – the paths of least resistance
on which we are faltering but not yet failing; these
are not our chosen paths but those given

140 in advance of us – the westward facing shadows of
dawn pointing once again at something most obvious
that “none yet have seen”

III

variations on closed circuits: blue & white squares
synchronised in the act; a sea of darkened
rooms, gales of laughter down the corridors –
“mortifying” – these things are seldommemories
at least not ours / a deep hum
emitted from distant origins of which we know
nothing in the end – a musty bone

150 dug from nightsoil whose candour “requires



accounting for” / the midnight boustr phedon
ploughing its tusk into uneven furrows
“paternalistically” chiding all who do not know
the collected works of Enola Gay – a strange
& humourless desolation at which
a dog barks & a child breaks into laughter –

you are like god
searching for camels on a rooftop / listing
your commandments

160 “ARBEITEN!
ARBEITEN!
ARBEITEN!
queue up for your meal!
queue up for your meal!”

… the water not
potable the coffee dispenser no longer our preferred
apparatus of grand narratives – the zero method of
blockage / choking / constriction…
in the leeched halo of 6:00 a.m. you seem

170 to have grown thin on a diet of noc
turnal emissions (not to speak / descriptive of their
state / meaning = “to suborn a predecessor” [?]

& going on like this vicariously abasing oneself
each night)… patrol cars
pass slowly through our dreams – the pursuit of

happiness no less / ranged
in adolescent foreknowledge like salted strings
of meat withering in time with us – the
tired unimpassioned reflex

180 unimpassioned
moving over into the next bed as though the last its

sentimental melodrama played out in
bloated tedium (the dragnet’s trick

catching the dead)…



190

200

210

a stew of hackneyed phrases stinking the place up
& fingernailed walls where in mute succession un

named internees have scratched out their 
living / impenitent / haggling after reprieve –
the cuntloving cocksucking mouths of our con  
formist Valhalla. each in turn to be rendered

opinionless / content / stopped up 
like the proverbial dyke & picturesque as a Flemish 
landscape scene – foreshortened as if to alleviate its 
uniformity

         IV

Whitechapel / Limehouse: the cut is forbidding enough 
in its blackness. tar & rope… the light of
day a bleached out residue – after effect
of uncountable evolutionary steps. it proceeds
by means of a process of interruptions obscure 
intuitions – a retina ( / ) fractionally di
lated; does not compass the estrangement of how
it sees. a scene with fairground music set at the 
wrong speed like a Chinese gramophone: two figures 
circling & overlapping in synaesthesia – Venn 
diagrams holding patterns gridlock surveyed
from a twelfth story window / weather fronts & demo  
graphic flows / tidal gates arched like giant
sails Utzonesque & visual “acoustics” modulating 
from radio waves signal code – to entertain
the enigma of public life (decrypting libido in the 
voice of the interrogated blonde) lips shaping the 
playback mechanism as dataveillance or re  
enactment of 1950s select committees / a room
of the royal geographical society – lights



dimmed smooth dark vinyl of Nantucket
wood… the hearing proceeds in accordance with
ESTABLISHED PROTOCOLS. an ear held up
to unconstrained nature – more inner salient contro
versions (the one thing conducive to our happiness

220 that cannot be translated) strange sounds to
say the least plugged in to the back channel – it’s
only a matter of time before it’s out of
range the gauge faltering & not an end in sight…
remote gravity stricken birds plummet though the
dark cut (signifying night) – their cries sound out
in revenge though for what you cannot say…
the sleepless unannealed body & your appalled
touch. nothing can be known of this – the
meretricious imitations of your affection dawn
grey & then white across motel windows SOLO

230 PER AMORE in 24 hourly rotations

V

once at one time formerly; having been at times
sometimes; some day one day (in the future?)
knowing there were others at least. or not –
some isolated incidence circumstantial as
climate change or memory – the beauty of
situations: “beautiful as the trembling of hands in
withdrawal” / scenes which are stirring but
difficult I.e. without reprieve… laughter & in
surrection [in the] howlings of love or

240 garbage disposal units <to deprive this life of its
substance> the

tiniest pixel isn’t
immediate enough; a jar of vaseline
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250

260

270

on a beach  washed up – fascinated
at second hand “by what goes on in the lives of 
others”… shooting whales off the head
land pacific reefs jammed with explorational 
débris. endeavour to get beyond this point 
caulking the hull drawn up in shallow water 
        (an inlet… to compensate for a
                                                          wrong step) – the tide

goes out with the lights –
nothing stops for us / eyes drifting across the page 
rendered naked in close up? the meagre 
allowance of fact (the witness is part of
the evidence / hung around its neck like a stone)…
an inbred malaise / clouded & unclouded skies:

skeletons promenade
along the strand in white dresses – the rocking of 
row boats & glimmering
of fish. blue & orange trees & light
flickering between the leaves like an irritating 
twitch / watching their happiness
fade away into past sentiment we have no
other choice / wringing numbed hands because 
it’s snowing already – yes – & once again you’re 
caught out in it unprepared

 VI

objects of alienation / dead metaphors (as means 
of preservation?) – an alienated seeing if only
to sleep soundly for once through the night which 
befalls us safe after the fashion of our times –
TEMPUS EDAX RERUM  breakfast  of



leftovers cold cuts stuck to the pan… the cult
of a god who sings even when it’s underfed –
a voluble stomach …&what follows <through
days months years afterwards – the clotting
of neglected arteries cell walls prolapsed &
knotted intestinal tracts (enzymes

280 processing the repeat obstruction) – AN UNDER
GROUNDOF SECRET PLAYBACK looped in

^how
to a circuit of inanition: Greenwich Meridian many
Isle of Dogs – stagnation grounds in the psy alter

nativechology of appeasement washed by an outflow
rendingsof tar black stertorous … a disturbed renderings

sleepwalker pacing the underside of the locks [?]^
& canals (succumbed as if to the force of
gravity / lineaments of an unassailable status
quo) – outspent by weight of circum

290 stance unpersuadable justice (all things being
equal… a telephone ringing
through the floor – neither object nor
instrument but confirmation that unseen powers
operate in this world – the weak intercession
to decipherment to MAKEKNOWN
which can never prove anything) or parrot like
cackling of TV voices in an all night diner. the
foot stamping of shiftworkers stranded at a
bus stop. signs above shopfronts partly legible

300 or partly illegible (depending on the outlook)
viz. prognostication – searching back
though the accidents of thirty years silently
to recall what one has learnt or failed to learn…

its
hidden

dram
a
&
unfulfilled

prophesy



VII

what’s gone before lines written at 3:00 a.m. in
the middle of a war: only unfinished things
appeared to me – walleyed staring across the
counterpane how companionable these things

now seem lucidity is a mere
flash in the pan something already gone up in

310 smoke… it is dangerous in this time to try to
see clearly or too clearly. the sound of footsteps over
head / restless calculations – now 0 + 0 = 2
& whose number is that? at first there was just
one face the mouth open but soon after
shut. a man taking off his shirt hung
like a scarecrow from a steel hook. or like
an argument with “no leg to stand on” a clock
strikes & everything begins over – the dance

the catafalque at a different tempo in
320 declaration of what? searching for the point

of familiar stories & set down for this purpose
like or unlike subject & response & counter
subject – to narrow the gap “between
art & life”? some promise of exotic symmetry…
a kaleidoscope of incidents held up to the one

good eye? being what is called a
pronunciamento (in

answer to charges of formlessness) conniving
in this way to see things differently or

similar impression of light pouring “as from
330 a cistern” white geometrical comme les

maisons de Collioure Réconnu par
une fenêtre ouverte 1905 – fracture lines in the
glass pane viewed up close like chantilly
left in the sun to bleach & go brittle – or glint



of light in the sea’s eye & limbs flashing dis
played in such a way as to invite reprehension

VIII

the butt of what’s said – waited for & laid bare ^to
reinforce the accessibility of the banal^ broken dis
credited disowned… to be found / months if not

340 years later / when all’s forgotten – tracing a
route between park benches covered with brown
leaves polythene bags imagining this to have
gone unnoticed (“the clothes were

familiar”) – dry mouth carpeted with felt
in this of all seasons. looking at the sky

crossed through with cables electrical
wires could just as easily stand for a bank of

broken down surveillance
monitors / or rain sodden geometry

350 of flywire after a storm (each square a watery lens
in which an almost identical “scene” appears
distorted but recognisable)…

a crow bawling its distant
obscenities hints at the temporary nature of
these or other things – the recalcitrant echo we

growmindful of only as a last resort. if not
to depart for more remote areas in which who or
what we are seems less ordinary or less arbitrary
though the contrary also… & undaunted by

360 all that bespeaks / the unlikelihood of a clean
break – that it’s better to keep yr own affairs in

order: the key is in the last pocket you
look in – claiming a secret knowledge temporarily

revealed – the counter intuitive motion



of revolving billiard
balls / elemental particles / sibylline grammars
of the unspeakably mundane. a voice hanging in a
jar which gives nothing back – receding footsteps
of fly by nights phoney archangels of urban

370 visitation – announcing the
truth yet to come &

time at last (a suspension bridge out across the
gap / it’s gone before you can look)… falling from
en haute into a grey zone of foodstamps &
grizzled surfaces – everythingmeshed in the pre
carious light of wish fulfilment basic need or

pay per view revelation of “the life to come” –
minimal details fromwhich all else unfolds: the

body hollowed out like a spent shell & stuffed in a
380 box – where at the flick of a switch it learns again

the old game of dissemblance

IX

been down this road before countless times…

the
unbroken horizon of world without end turning
on its bias – moves forever towards some equally
elusive & unsought point / mindful

390 of the deadeye atavistic stare which has no other
analogy in thisworld…

measured out in opposition to a

setting) / “to pass through successive hands



that cure nothing & ask for nothing but
confirmation [?]” – nothing
but the x of destination paid in advance…
amongst so much dross of error & trial & wished for
incarnation / the lover who keeps the ecstasy of

400 love locked tightly away inside / no longer to be
subject to unknown
agency? or dream solely of amenity – as
here to write it down & keep on writing in spite
of the burnt & torn out pages

in spite of the inevitable in
excusable loss of “everything” – pitting the one
against the other all against all (what’s left
is the singular true thought of our time – sub specie
tempor nostr )? the game is still played without
cause or end – ambiguous faces

410 darkened in adversity… to sustain
such abandonment – each repetition with its own
inviolable discipline avidly accumulating…
the monstrous reiteration of cries that words
cannot fit to… or lived off forms of a nihilism
privately defined as the motive of having “gone
over” to the other side – the exaggerated corpse
we are all enjoined to mourn over a spectre
haunting some particular

corner of the mind: that such events
420 be condemned to manifest in the “here & now” –

a dead end street in a suburb of Kafkaville
or the ENDOFTHEWORLD off rue Mouffetard…
speaking those words with all seriousness &
clinging to the last shreds of realism like a monkey
riding on the back of a circus performer – or a
joke without a punch line which you go on telling
despite knowing better



X

deformed by fecundation stripped out & laid bare
beside its temporal image the “bitter sea” this

430 life scarifying the outcrops laying false claim†…
from one term of service to the next insisting
with names for the body’s cardinal points & drawn
property lines between them – the cut Gordian
Knot the northwest wind in the fifth month
stories untold but written into weathered
escarpments – landmarks of forgotten dreaming
cast in this light the sullied whiteness of tidal
flats sulphur crested cockatoos hung on skeleton
trees like earthbound cloud forms – a buckled

440 weatherboard verandah with a table & two
chairs… the milk turns before the storm / insect
swarms turning & spreading / the sudden on
set & passing away – ground steaming “if this
were elsewhere” a voice entering to direct our
attention to explain the meaning of these things…
there beyond the wall an orchard a bowl of
aged fruit on the table with no tablecloth [the
fruit itself withered rotten decayed] like a pair of
black eyes “staring into the distance”… tomake

450 visible the source of light the matter resisting? the
protagonist is nowhere to be seen an absence
constantly felt… heaving the long sigh [it’s too
late to start with recriminations] the footfalls
dying away down the hall. left by the door RAIN
SOAKEDCARDBOARDBAGGAGEONDIRTY
WOODENSLATS closing over them like old tendons
– the leathery skin wrinkled under its own weight.
what means of resistance is left to us? in that other
place straight grey lines are filling up the sky ^d
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460 falling in needle spikes on slurries of tarmac – the
old Cyclops standing alone on the headland barely
visible now & grievous shot in the white
of the eye (avatar of no prescience) – had seen
nothing nor said / thought even / which others (you)
could relate in your turn… [a sham psychology its
mutism informs against] – the leftover work
of determined jaw bones whispers communicating
through walls a head’s thickness… some task
ever to have been born dragging on the years after

470 wards are leaden sunk into havoc “reduced to
shards & rubble” the slow process of unbeing –
the all consuming all extinguishing / waters of the earth
earth of the waters this mortal bone frame that
succumbs “comme un bateau prend la mer” – black
swell in the rudder chain & sea running over the
beach head scoring the sand / the hundred year
tide rising past its mark the witness swollen eyed
& all the time there were people going down there
along the esplanade

XI

480 the pretence of noise shouted into a hole: words
empty unfinished – then fell into silence / in
sistence along other lines – the meaning
of freedom negatively defined (not to act

compulsively or under
compulsion) – getting on at ground level
the blank & convulsed expressions of
those left waiting. it is a fait accompli & the war
GOES ON REGARDLESS the very image
of your own worst self:



490 an ape of repressed action waving its Hamlet
crutch – (the beast lives unhistorically
knows which way the wind is blowing… ) or
set adrift in a field of vision

limited only by its “irritability” –
the mindless powers at large in their
seven league boots
the diagrammatic lines of their progress
returns us to the enigmatic figure in the

background / that oversees
500 everything (as if only

an observer has a conscience)…
counting the hands

of observatory time / the most abject arriviste
naked beneath a wall of musculature –
a comic strip genius run off with last year’s
sweet dreams / reducing them to
THE STATUS OF ELEMENTS IN A

COMPOSITION

the frame set “off register”
510 a neon screen producing “distortions of form”

under close scrutiny of all the ab
ducted [?] reasons for doing / not doing “what
you are told” (that it’s good for you & ought
know better) the intimate confessions of
idleness of being superfluous to the rigours of a more
worldly asceticism IWASARICHMAN’S
PLUG IN / cast out

upon the ant swarmedmarrow
of a dog’s bone left in the sun. preserved

520 for some future archaeology (it’s only wastage
that counts) – the spent ejaculations of
untold species withering in dust / or the virgin bride
seduced with niceties of economic theory



upbraiding the feeble handed dolt
a shadow in the side aisles hunched like a

map of Poland redrawn
centuries over – what sin
is it made to stand accountable for?
the ceded territories of winter /

530 the restless shifting of snowdrifts
through Baltic provinces. icing on the cake
on the dusted knuckle sandwich: to teach you a
lesson PRAXISPIETATIS

(“we feel the reality of
god by saying nothing”?) counting backwards
from ten to zero / set up for the knock
down. a vista of tinsel & glitz – like the inside
of a planetarium: clutchless motors revolving
in darkness hole punched & light streaming

540 to pinpoint in the eye’s dilation – spaghetti like –
& carnivalesque puppet heads spinning in mid
flight (where they will land is anybody’s guess)

XII

?] abandoned as impracticable. constant
neutral light throughout (effects of
fading) – the samemethod of cancellation / expiry…
what’s left is clear or obvious / dependent upon
length of exposure. blank psychiatric spaces –
the invention of reasons ex nihil; something in
excess of meaning (fluid cooling to a density then

550 inverts rising to ice lock – millennial fissures
of atomic half lives spiralling like Zeno’s Paradox
back counting from death to quaternal reckoning)…
not to possess a memory for such things the



illusory ending of time spun out in zero gravity
like any other spectacle – then as now believing
[what you see: “if it’s been photographed it’s
real”] – the exegete codewording of an insomniac
presence in the universe (wanting only to be
well used its story told & worked in

560 to the bigger picture)… not to overstep the bounds
of common sense but ^attribute^ a makeshift of
old faithful – standing there in your very own image
erect & hominid & waited all along it seems
in the guise of some evolutionary discobolus to
hurl that image back at you. brain size / hand eye co
ordinate… ordinary movements as they say include
standing walking leaning balancing – falling from the
side of a building / suspended or climbing below
the frame or stretching upwards to see the activity
above (viz. Silesius: “the eye by which I perceive G.O.D.

570 is not the same eye by which it perceives me”) –
the sound of a freight elevator moving in its
shaft / greasing the worn out joint above the thirtieth
floor ^a space closed up that’s how it covered so
much ground – ^ by natural progression I mean that
movement y will be the simplest next move after X;
Z after Y

XIII

transposition into the third person: it… everything
happens at once (a different inclusion) – passing
through complications a calculus of the nervous

580 system “to lose the self” or telegraphic line cut out
from countless intervals

the morse’s unrelenting



hammer killing time… (though not in any way
to relieve distress) – always with yr mind
on the past continuous of certain Byronic episodes
notational as mathematics & as loveless per
the conventional formula (it’s through X
that you accede to desire)…

a set of automated
590 gestures slowed down distorted – the dance

movement choreographed in three quarter time:
segments / fractions – lines from half remembered
songs / to be whispered / left on the answering
machines of strangers / shouted over intercoms…
howmany voices under the

skin? speaking in the
imperative LOOK INSIDE [THE] BOX as per
instruction manual / numbering each of its parts
the first fifteenmeasures are accumulated when

600 sixteen is added one is dropped add seventeen
drop two continue up to 30 at which point

de accumulate by dropping
sixteen return to 30 seventeen return to 30 etc
until the piece erases itself… dragging on
it seems to get nowhereWHATAREYOU
DOING?WHYAREYOUTAKINGSOMUCHTIME?

XIV

not at all as you had pictured it – out on the broken
edge “liquid mountains float in the air”…
outcropping from thorn bush slates of bloodstone

610 placed there according to the laws of chance (that
one should entertain such beliefs) – the idea the
motive immured in its vault like a fossil awaiting



excavation. daybreak. first yawn of reason…
the 100,000 light bulbs of LUNAPRK
dressing the blacked out scar of decommissioned
navy yards dry docks kings cross. an attempt at
a description or a schedule: “doesn’t know
when they threw the case or its contents away” –
standing outside the Sebastopol cinema

620 beside the picturesque giant ALIENATTACK!
a face the colour of permanganate [& equally]
overdone as the characters in an Amerikan show
trial – be ready to dismiss any of this: the plush
blonde all glass & electric switches radiating
from a single point like / a finial on a skyscraper…
the compendium that constitutes its centre [an ever
inwardmovement watched over again on
rewind] to grasp its entelechy – these co ordinates
are not static / jump cutting from interchange
“horn sound & bellow” to nightroads across

630 the flat out country / apparitions of distance
vertical & pin point luminous as conducting rods
& storm fronts ranging west to east – the
rainslashed glare of articulated lorries as unreal
as visitants from outer worlds “earth tremor &
juggernaut” – cut sideways in the wake counting
back to the moment the halo formed around the
analogue dial Wandjina like & electric as
spirit medium shot at high speed blue
flashing across defaced warning signs – “the

640 imaginary” someone says “is that which
tends to become real” the surface of night
stretched thin across the unbidden secrets of
dry lake beds diesel & ephedrine – two
exxed out roadmaps overlapping in the rearview
testing the stringency of what it means to be in



visible (“a silentwithering of intuited forms”) – though
drawing no conclusion from it

XV

as if the sky were falling from the sky –monstrum
in animo – of all our flawed conjectures piled

650 into a wreckage site this overturned horizon…
X inverts the thing you navigate by (signs indicating
direction of travel etc.)

what “comes after” does
not follow / broken glass on the sidewalk a fake
diamond necklace grasped at the back & pulled
tight until it snaps – a bruised & neon sky which
never ceases its slow striptease… its mask &
trick are laws of nature (“in all things only the higher
degrees matter”) – not fear or pity born of bad

660 conscience or fromwhat one has failed to recognise –
its consequences are elsewhere
signalled in like fashion by a disavowal (“I look
BUT IDON’T SEE”) or diversion (“it’s clear from the
preceding details we’re in 1. a kitchen in Hoboken
2. a Moroccan bathhouse 3. a taxi garage in
Leopoldville c. 1960”) – increasingly predisposed

towards trivials (a sheet
of postage stamps stale coffee grounds
the polished buttons on a woman’s blouse)

670 each with its own context &
raison d’être – assuming an eye for
detail / things erased or later added to the picture:
what is the right point of view? describing an
accumulated pyramid (standing in a crowd on the
steps of the metropolitan museum… ) –



the things we are presented with appear lifeless (an
“exhibit”)… a sideboard with canapés in advance
of the Unheimlich Manoeuvre – grey light in the
winter garden a cortex of jazz & dead beat: peacocks
grubbing among the lower branches (“the bird

680 that can sing & won’t sing”)… once again
led along by the nose – someone begins to laugh
preventing the ceremony taking place in due order
or else this is how it was meant to be arranged
not as a tableau but as an “advertisement” –
a cigar store Indian standing watch beside a
barber’s pole / seems to COMEOUTOFNO
WHERE dressed in the slogans of fifteenminutes ago
themyriad carousels booming with fairground thunder
& no smoking gun? it’s late & still

690 far too early to call the shots though neither one
is resigned to a standoff. as always
the chanteuse is ahead of the field & already
in bed with the enemy – while each of the others
awaits their turn

XVI

the algebra of two interlocking figures – a game of
chess & sewing machines thumping in themiddle
of the night. on a side street

mannequins appear… “perverted
nature / denied or

700 murdered offspring” – warning; given
first. second; the condition for appearance’s sake
& particularly silence
on such a day or afternoon…
to keep track (I.e. to repeat [?]) an impossible



undertaking [incl. date time of year]… an object the
sum of its complications –

scrapyards of weathered
junk / fistulae / the constipated laughter of naked
ambition – a denser more literal reality of

710 “statutory limits” (in the manner of undertaking
all necessary steps towards an assent
of permissibility?) – some unassailable mountain
redoubt a symbol perhaps to invite or surmount
difficulty; waiting to be compromised for the
sake of a good ending / the lacklustre god
wheeling across a stage painted sky to demand
ovation or steal off with the bride still hot from the
first throws of criminal awakening (impassive
according to the script though “secretly desiring

720 it”) – a drunken alarm sounding in the street
spreading to highways cross border panic / a bon
fire set up in the square

of proscribed antiquities
& politburo smut / auto da fé or ghostly solipsism
of new world pornographies / sexless in D.C.
in Los Alamos in jell o treason trial – the sacred
taxi cab geometries of revisionist Babels
scattered in profusion like spilled contents
of enormous cash registers: the lived off

730 immoral earnings for which wemust give thanks
to thee Thomas Jefferson & thee tooWilliamMcKinley
[& so on down to the so called present moment]

XVII

far now into the grey refuge: San Servolo, skull &
scapulars la tua bonta’ dura per tutta la vita – or



Dido’s sister who went to Rome & drowned in a
river / Anna Perenna – hoist at the end
of a dredgingmachine & strung out in afterlife
poised there between fitful sleep & waking…

a ghost among the footnotes
740 of Livius & Plutarch

(the audacity of imposing oneself as an historical
object) nights under the Quirinale

tunnelling westwards to Ostian boneyards – the
shifted coastline far from the upturned hull of a
fishing boat planed back under weather like
a humped rock / a large strange pieced
together object floating abovemass, allegorical
in such a setting as
this – the denotative banality of things

750 made to seem less ordinary…
as southward a sky darkening on
limestone formations, a littoral between the
unseen &

[representation] – the inconstant
underground landscapes of Lago Averno
“sibylline grammars” framed in the

prophetic mouth’s
symétrie pathétique – an infinite amphora
filled with vitriol & amyl nitrate telling

760 how sweet her valley is – the
induced carnal epilepsy
of foreign parts of speech (a voice in the dark
praying to the god of protection rackets) –
avoidance of the deadeye payback / un

disguised agents of the
popular press stalking in telephoto lens
fibre optics – to smuggle the truth in amongst

THE FACTS adding zero to three



for a sum total
770 of eschatology – the signs tell it all / the old

heavily graffitied wall at the embarkation point
a faded blue & white sign PASSENGERS

AREREQUIREDTO
CROSSTHELINE

BYTHEFOOTBRIDGEONLY – the routine of
admission / guileless fingers turning pages
of a discarded brochure (the same images
repeated over & over not even the locations
appear to change) – for once some proof

780 of irony in the world?
a rubber clownmask dis
played on a stand / comic book faces / ridiculous
apostolic grins: like balloons we are
floating clear of the sea arsenic green & luminous –
in us foolishness has its day the gongs of April
splitting the infinitive “till the last syllable of time”
& winding to a standstill (sans mémoire ni désir)
scornful of grand gestures / dramaturgy
all those scenes with their beginnings & their

790 endings… a room full of idiots
hanging on each next word – who

invents them? the uninvited paradox
pleading our ignorance of the true import of things –
a reflection flattened out in a pool of drainwater
the revenance of past acts / unmanned by the
condolences they seem to express… that it has

come to this – waiting to be summed up by
the accident of events / the smoke from a ship’s
funnel trailing on the horizon

800 & the broad arc of the bay like an image of you
flinging the emptiness from your arms…



XVIII

something finished but not yet. the traps of silence
the hundred ways to avoid taking sides / stupidly
not knowing & stupidly knowing – “what’s in play
is the seizing of power” emblematic as white plastic
stilettos & electric permatan / a postcard of
Lili Marleen “dear mother I’m fine” / socket sets un
packed & strewn about “the Biedermeier
interior” steadycams & digital monitors jump

810 cutting frommoney shot to economic slowdown…
motion capture / inched flesh / bodies [as if] made
of gelatine: what it all boils down to insubstantive as
ideological small talk wind burn or negative
reinforcement – a squall in a china shop
overturnedmagazine stands in drive by paraplegia –
motor function irreduced to dialectico hystrionics…
the chiliasm of immanent surveillance / checkpoints
expanding in the unpredicted heat wave (“the air
we breathe had to turn dry”) – the equivalent time

820 in Ho Chi Minh City / sourcing fallout of dioxins &
broad acre herbicides “souvenirs” of Khe Sahn –
or set against newsreel footage of LBJ in
constitutional black & white / actions designed to be
over looked – the cynical dramaturgy of yesterday’s
Weltanschauung or today’s gone over with detectors
of boredom / discarded thought processes –
the flipside of a countervalence which can only
be expressed “in the velocity of objects as they are
drawn downwards” – as outside the faces turn

830 wet with sentiment a nakedmouth open on
a billboard / shaped like a megaphone… or
there are toomany contending statements canned
expressions of seasonal gratitude (how to get a



word in edgewise?) – approaching the tollbooth
VOUSSORTEZDUSECTEURAMERICAIN
& crossing yet another threshold trussed up like a
bride to be / white standing for the blank where
the name is inserted – soaking out the stain
(“someone’s passport to happiness” not yours

840 evidently) – a postcard photograph from East Berlin
& yellowed newsprint filling out a pair of
cleated shoes brushed brown to black / cracks
riddling the dried dung like butt of ancient shoe wax…
a surface of frozenmud beneath the back step
& the path down to the lake & called that “Walden”
to illustrate nature which is indifferent to our struggle? (your
words in mymouth) the sunken jetty’s old white palings
sloping under the surface as though they too
were leading us somewhere

XIX

850 … as “confector of authenticities” (talk is not more
legitimate for being reported) – the dubbed
symphonics of protest at the Brandenburg Gate
(“words will not cease to work until people do!”).
statements laden with unexpressed reservations as
regretfully etc or made sensible by inverted
commas – somuch as “public interest” or STAND
ARD IS ATION or else there were

? justifiable reasons – pointless
to set out now to jeopardise the delusion: being

860 the audience or part of one
without lifting a finger – evacuated

airport terminals echoing with security transmissions
& rancorous bêtes noires their violence discharged



against false objects because lacking
real ones – misbelievers whose est cogitatum ergo est
is a hammer used to kill a fly – the curtain falls
it’s time to face the music in our pantomime
of TIME OUTOFMIND the well grooved
repetitions disappearing in overlap

870 as stage left the bare knuckled agonistics of a
love conducted among stairwells &
emergency exits
swells the eyepits to laughing point – the
obstrep heroine swathed in glamorous expenditure
midnight in the California suite & taste lingering of
motel airfreshener nylon & insulation tape (this
is what we’ve coveted all along – remoulded silicates
& pseudo lability)? tending one way or the other re
cycled through shopping mall turnstiles & product

880 placement “oh but look at all of those!” – the foreign
insurgency device seamlessly integrated
into the chintz & lamé wall hangings / thighs parted

at unlikely angles &mis
matched accoutrements garnered from the
image bank to be reassembled here in the “near
present moment” that tomorrow will appear out
moded if not proscribed – the implications of X or Y
which stand for no thing but a series of standardised
replaceable units (interior cubes light fixtures

890 an architectural setting) – their keenly realised decoration
smoothing over the stoppages as suddenly
the resolution improves – to see clearly to sum
up to give direction…

no cause for concern. there
are the usual questions of enough or toomuch
setting the limit to “how far we will go” (1. a
refusal of supplication 2. a warning sign CON



DITIONS VARIABLE) – the parvenu conformist
telling of lost permanence a one handed rhythm of

900 necessity – in a roomwith no
image of the world – arbitrary it seems
as crossed out perquisites &/or entitlements
almost an afterthought to some universal franchise
or prostrate “from abject riposte” – & posed there
in the absence of any reason to the contrary (“we’ll

burn that bridge when we come to it”)

XX

TO SERVE A PRESENT & FUTURE INTERESTWITHOUT
AN “ADVANCE OF RECEIPTS” – the body’s foolscap
written over & crossed out a seven inch year

910 Liebe kälter als der T mobilewhite dial phones &
black nylon in a scenario of rigid
denomination – belated thoughts of Deutschland
im Herbst before/after “theWall”
Mittelevropska’s private kino in rear view
translucency / the island of JeanneMoreau touching her
lips vicariously implanted inmemory – untiring caresses
of polished thigh & cheekbone outcropping
from unforeseenmirror imagery

THE ALPS ABOVE DER BODENSEE
920 disguise in endless new

beginnings – as incidental as X
or equally “conspicuous” being the sign of an
omission (distinct from the usual
identificationmechanisms) – fabric stretched
tight across the pelvis knocked up
against the grim pianoforte: a blue vase with
plastic magnolias smell of waxworks & eau de



cologne – the trodden hem of an evening
dress / lobster in béarnaise sauce [?]

930 or a side plate of old gazpacho… laughter also
that can only be called sardonic among the
potted palms – night lights on the terrace
swarming with insects / there’s no reason to
expect an ulterior motive (messages that are
intended otherwise) – decipherment is the base
medium of our design to which all things
seemingly appertain… questions left un
answered: the idea of a knife for example
& its proposed use (is it an instrument

940 or merely an implement?) – whatever can be
said of onemay be applicable to any other…
figures somehow distinct from reality (“words in
themselves”) or noncommittal as exchange of
small talk / “pleasantries” which in truth are
most laborious amounting to a
commitment towards unsavoury acts – as in:
“to undertake an interest in area sanitation” (con
centrated solvents injected in the carotid artery
will not stem the overall haemorrhage) – a point

950 in the future that becomes a second present
untainted by the sense of “things underway” –
drifting like rice confetti in a wind that
presages change? alternating currents / voltage
straining the filaments of numberless
carnival lights / roman candles blistering the vinyl up
holstery – no expense has been spared (the
cheapmusk of affluence) – eyes flashing behind
masks, tongues loose… recalling that name
as the one you’d meant to look out for (a

960 voidance at any cost) – what surprise is in
store for us tonight? the news is passed around:



bombing in five minutes. everyone applauds. &
the flambé! no words could describe it – the
solemn reprise trumped up to a farcical degree.
hooting under eaves / a marquee full of windup
dolls mechanical débris – yellow eyeballs
of skid rowmannequins watching the show
disbelievingly – their sideways grins in arrested
motion or sabotage: a sign for “unseemly” (which

970 game are we playing now?)

XXI

ranged against the outer darkness… recycled trash
flattened out &made into surfaces “good as new”
il décore mais ne brouille pas les cartes
all turns black against the light as curfews
settle on the dead towns like anaesthetic…
a river perhaps the Zamb zi flows in those veins
& is about to cease has already ceased – the
balance of unmeasured ratios / whomeasures? a
notched blade a chorus of effortless &

980 wry hallelujahs telling the story of public
sacrifice – a prose shaped box in which to convey
the dumbweight of meaning

too stupid &
tragic to speak on its own behalf
a comic book heroine trapped in a scene replete with
incidental details of animal husbandry / cash cows –
Chaplinesque… their deletions are not
accidental though lacking consistency
{this x mass [why not] try

990 Thompson’s Plumb Pudding NOHOME IS
COMPLETEWITHOUT / DE BROGLIE it
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& CARNAP (you’ll sleep more soundly
knowing the world’s in good safe hands)
learning to see the face in the moon reflected beneath
Lake Constance

the sum of particulars
a lowmountain filling the gap in opacity – night
thudding down onto rooftops & trees
the tightening skullbone & bloodies wedge –

1000 “as for human characters there are no such
animals” holding on by the feet in antipodean posture
as role reversal THE SECRETS OF GAMEPLAY
REVEALED IN 30 EASY STEPS (a note
scored into the margin the wrong way up
> it is only through symbols that the real can be
imagined) knowing “today

is as bad as any other day”
& not to be put off waiting on the sideline for the
halftime bell / orange peels accumulating like capital or

1010 rinderpest / transmitted by direct or
close indirect contact is rare among camelidae – no
age or sex linked pre

disposition – this is how
they describe the current “state of affairs”
expressions turned sour in the heat flywire &
humidity – watching the cracks in the woodwork expand
& later contract

^knowing that rain will
mean a washout, though odds are Buckley’s to
none & that after thirty

1020 years of the same ^ day in
day out – boundary posts all that’s left standing…
“primary structures” totemising the heat haze [like]

skewed train tracks cambered against the sky



XXII

the scene is a city – dusk (warehouse roofs shipyard
cranes factory chimneys) a wall punched with
holes reddened in twilight – in those windows the
shadows aremonumental… one take & then cut
to the next scene: a half room apartment
on the second floor a lift shaft vats of cooking oil

1030 venting into a blind alleyway / the sense of down
ward pressure created by the vertical – cold
working its way into the knuckle joints / a bowl of
spit / knot of acid green uncoiling in slowmotion
counted through time frames of normality or
normativity all of this being REAL – the cramped
airless space the body turned over & worked at
from the other side climbing a stairway in the dark
staggered through green & black plastic seaweed –
the shell of a trash can out in the open with its ear

1040 turned skyward / swimming through space with
two south paws eyes open & breathing / naming
this ersatz day of the week – (a dog by any other
noun)… leaving its true likeness elsewhere
for safe keeping perhaps / still casting a reflection
in the old dime store window – dust & vacancy
MODES / PLATS CHAUDS / PIANOS / JOURS
PLISSÉS there’s no telling what else you’ve dreamt!
armchairs piled with newspaper a voice
shouting through amegaphone – a warning

1050 to plagiarists (the “message” is a recording or else
there isn’t any answer) stylised out of mock epic
the truth that can be known or differentiation
in vain hope of distinguishing / a pseudonymous
either/or voting once more for the “second”
sex? – a glass door with chambers attached to the



other side / knife edge curtains
entablatured vignettes – the architecture
of waiting rooms sanitised seat covers MAGNOLIAS

& obligatory back issues of the police gazette – there is
1060 no pretence to disguise their true purpose in the

scheme of things… listening yet again to the
depressive morgue worker who won’t let you sleep
until he’s finished his story / dragged out in a haze of
general anaesthetic – somewhere close by the sound
of a machine for shelling hulling husking the mouth
hooked open with thumbs like foreskin as if to see
WHATWILL COMEOUT

XXIII

neither simple nor human in such a labour there is
no room for either… retracing step by un

1070 countable step the sinewed track like irruminated
meat / the sick man groans dragging his sack of
instruments further on into the immeasurable –

half blind beckoned by its fool’s
glimmer… the ghost of B lshazzar & what s

written there – blazoned in the sky’s zero
the dance around the golden calf / a common

instinct towards religion in monetaried
vehemence – the hieroglyphs of
Dionysiac ecstasy sloughed off in the morbid

1080 death watch / gratuitous as the
ticking of particles declining through half life

in salvational countertime – “music to
contemplate landscapes by”

desiccation & the receding limit of ground
water – pumps hammering the borehole



& brackish effluent spat out that tract of un
cultivated land sketched into the background

Piero della Francesca like (savannah with fever
trees their “cadence & emphasis” as structural

1090 motif / or scaffold on which the foreground
hangs like so many anatomical diagrams / cuts of
raw veal) & clumps of skeleton weed standing
alone in the midst of geometrical counter
proofs – neurasthenic & inspirational as
dry wind undressing the ground – naked
in heat tremor like sheets of plate glass

a [double] mirror extending
through its subterranean counterpart / the
pantomimedmovements of a reflex “cutaneously”

1100 programmed – as latent idea made tactile
in the heat glazed veneer / a genital

wilderness NovumOrganum viz. teratology of
lymphatics or neuronal flatlands red ground

cut across with blue as post ketamine let down
or pustulate – emanating from cracks in the
opaque residue / backscraping to compact para
llelograms “for easy storage” (fold along dotted line)

… somuch for keeping things in order noting
disparities in method or descriptive system – their

1110 inadequacy exists as though for the sole purpose
of rectifying the body’s stripped out edifice

portending landscapes “where dust clay & water meet”
cauterised in their substance (q.v. euteronomy this
second law) – a circle crossed through a cancelled
border zone nothing at all could be induced to occupy



XXIV

in the mind’s eye even it kept beyond reach – a
crude preliminary sketch featureless of a place
too remote to be censured / other forms
accidentally appear unrelated & lost in blank

1120 part[ur]ition – one verb & participle one
substantive… similar variations. a restricted
morphology drawn into the cell’s mandala – the
barred apparition of remote physiographic
provenance / pressed now up against
the eye released frommass & solidity (since
these qualities were attributed to it) as on its
glass like surface a diminishing reflection –
the dry seabed salt pillared run to dust. the
leachedmillenarian waters of no purpose (“all

1130 thirst is mockery”) white gleaming through
haze – to hide in the flexion of jawmuscle

adversity a farced stuffing ^a dreadful
fatalism its affects are not latent “as in

dreams” seeing with the mind’s eye
a crease in the surface of things? &

that called vigilance^ – the migratory
camel like stooping out of Ulster / 1606 / some
from fear of weakness; censure; others
taking whatever came along (& still shouldering

1140 their tin gods)… the whole execrable
minstrel show – to erect a bulwark against
blackest ignorance, nay saying the word
as set down in future tense of patented
embryo life on planet UTOPIA (a place
for everything & everything in its place)…
to give sanction or else condemn are only two
possible means of acquittal from our proper



share in this & other misadventures –
gone sideways among peripherals there’s no

1150 avoiding the loaded question which asks
what are you here for?

XXV

“dark revolving in silent activity” the wheels of
coal trains shunting of freight cars – loading
the giant conveyor belts – a long peninsula
juts out against the sky

blacked out of nocturnal
cartography (known or rendered through
extemporisation) – a span in time coupled to the
“enduring patterns” of resolution… that sea

1160 to which all things tend / mirror of human
mendacity: “unknown

abstracted” the secret
that belongs to our rite – a question mark an
accomplice after the fact

strange shapes “bred
from this forsaken wilderness”… rockdrill
totem paleoflora… each stroke of the brush
of the hammer of the pen – to force the hand
[of so called providence etc] against this

1170 petrified solidity – the vehicle is never sufficient
not to balk from consigning what needs to
scrap (“ends / accomplished

turn to means”)…
&with these precautions set out westwards
to clear ^a path through^ the broken headed
tracts – THISOBELISQUEERECTED
IN /MACQUARIE PLACE / A.D. 1818 / TORECORD



THATALL / PUBLICROADS / LEADING
TOTHE INTERIOR /OFTHECOLONY /ARE

1180 MEASUREDFROM IT

XXVI

…what value of salt to those wounds? nine lives
are never enough. moving again / place to
place / no place to nowhere: “to be continued”
the post mortem delivering up its verdict a
stillborn infanticide…

it is merely provisional an
unattributable act – time running out
the nature of its revenge never to be revealed?
gravity which defies explication – a neck

1190 working against a rope behind the drawn
stage curtain / a stomach ulcerated by countless
ill conceivedmastications & unperformed
digestions: themuttered introitus – mucosa
emanating from the far

reaches of endoscopy
a strategy of diversions keeping the accidental
witness in the dark. the next turn falls to us
though we didn’t expect to have our
picture taken – the crowded entrance to a certain

1200 station of the Métro / strung
with overhead wires – a hollowed out fuselage
hung from sky hooks or waiting in an office
with fake leather chairs / filling out a report: DE
CEASEDESTATE thinking instead about the
mystery of traffic circles

bd St Germain & talk
over coffee / between innuendos – practiced



sentiments like oil poured into the orifice of
an ear or anus or vagina / deepmineral creases

1210 resembling the solvent contours of
exposed limestone – pervious

as memorised detail in which the mind’s eye
projects itself into an always else
where. mitigating a presence there “beyond
supposition” at the antipodes of percept
bility: the sanction of almost humanistic intelligence
– something to calculate
all we have known & all that we cannot know…

XXVII

the beginning of the story “from its end” – a point
1220 measured from all the things that do not

belong to it… sleepless thirty days
place names loom up

& disappear – apparitions: grain bins erupting
in dull conflagration / slaughter yards stench of
silage / diesel – the urine coloured eyes of dead cattle
leering from irrigation ditches / dried up & fissured
orifices of planting ^steeled against the seed drill^
night under barbiturate cloud patterns – bypassed as
ironic or “in sincere”? a dragline describing

1230 a “vertical front” ranging from on high to the
grey volume of easterly

pressure systems – seeing red
carbon arced out of bearing cases
ground down on the long haul fromMt Isa to
broken hill – deaf to the immanent approach
of road trains stealing the sky’s
thunder dry retched into cataracts of bulldust – spent



fuel lingering there like cheap cloying perfume…
riding in on the last breeze & hard up / where to now?

1240 a hundred pages on through plotless outcountry
& flat edge of pacific breakers in slow dissolve to
undertow & nameless affect

or backwashed
in reverse cycle as migratory neurons gone south
& no forwarding address [a mirage of airhostesses
glamorous in low relief at the LAX “arrivals terminal”]
jetlagged & lost track of currency de
nominations – reading between [the] lines this could be a
gun this could be the city of lights BEFOREAFTER

1250 CASHFORSCRAPnothing to be gained here – small
dead of night towns on the overland route
El Morocco Motel (Bakersfield, Calif.) the black
line of the interstate / one version at least
hauled westwards across salt flats cut by narrow
horizontal bands – on one side high dunes littered
with coarse vegetation “which when slightly de
composed has a brown earthy appearance”
an ambiguous terrain its objectivity is A THING

OF THEMIND una cosa mentale – traversing its un
1260 familiar surface & cross sectional debris

our projections fly straight back at us / a procedure
“to establish first principles” – begun again
at the mercy of circumstance (desert landscape with
face & hands turning on a dial): then the
watchman bursts in & raises the alarm

another 4:00 a.m. stupor
vomiting the dregs of last night’s mental arithmetic –
dreams of recurrent decimal methodologies

in the absence of any
recognisable contradiction / varying the dosage –
degrees of relation between what is & is not



pre scribed – turning north into sunsets redolent with
1270 odalisque figures / naked silos posed against fields

of yellow flowered rape… the flatness of a
perspective scene which recedes against
a merely conventional horizon Mason & Dixon
esque appearing inverted on the other side as optical
time lag or after effect – to rectify a “wrong way of
seeing”

XXVIII

the rook darkened eaves the ringing silence das
Geläut der Stille – hollowed out & filled (no rest
there) – it spreads its legs buttresses over

1280 arching the polluted causeway / width & diameter
in perfect Vitruvian proportions. to arrangemass
& opposition not subject to the dilations of
religious IMPASSIONATA – une thématique
vide supplied by a mania of description (no detail
can escape such ?] colloquy) – the one
indistinguishable from themany: an unfinished
shattered enigma or the same pseudo voice
relating these “incidents” / fractions of some
unformulatable quadratic equation – the tongue

1290 stiffened algebra given in place of us (de vulgaris
eloquentia) meaning flesh & blood that is life
or a part of life – heaved from the solar plexus in
full voiced flow of turbulence & song cycle
beached on these shores (in all this time…
_________________________________________)
you’d have thought someone would have risked it –
rhapsodising with vehement impetus / conductor
or conman with a bag full of used up tricks



all candour & technique / spent against the effort
1300 of clarification or self evidence – to invent an

account of the first night or the indifferent sky
(its outlines thick with juridical foliage
middling to jaundiced figmentation?) a mechanical
hand with pointing index finger
locating the mute parenthesis in the crowd

mistaking the shadow for the
substance – a mangled truth game a
despair act or a dignity act – setting out on the road
towards or away from political suicide

1310 the abducted inner selves of a
too public culpability…

running the gauntlet of nihilism & “cynical
worldliness” – the antiseptic ritual of an equal
number of performers standing opposite one another
distributing blame or else
having it returned (something to the power of
fifteen & equally divisible?) telling you to put that
in a box where it fits – a faint bleating in the con
fessional / smell of anise / the half star shaped

1320 pediment at the base of the stalls – no other object
disturbeth his reflections… as one who professes
wrong by intrigue or force of habit alone
“an utterancemay be repeated any number of times
or not at all” – fingernails scraped
across the giant blackboard of the sky TO PRO

DUCE A SINGLE NOTE AT DIFFERING

FREQUENCIES – a vocal struggle filling the holes
& tonguing the gaps / microphones in
close proximity [like] jaded phaloi & headlines spill

1330 ing over damascened skins gone soft in the taillights
…methodically cruising the

blacked out eyes of crime scene news reels – a



mock of paraselene stares back through the same
window a debtors’ hole in the wall – who takes
this down? la nouvelle Héloïse or Lord Haw Haw
of the back stair (relapsarian apocrypha as in
the subtle metrics of renunciation) turning the body
over / recto to verso / the meat thermometer
plumbing the dead tissue’s “cellular pathology” with
out surcease of moral rectitude

XXIX

1340 assailed not by any thing but by circumstance…
our fools’ ship strung along to its last

anchorage – ashore everything is inexplicably
possessed [forcedmetaphors marking out

the claim site] hungry that year for
consequence etc walking on & on below the

world’s edge – to locate the watchers
with trinket poison small pox – wit blunted

on ironbark “there are no valid reasons
now”? ruins in the mouth & all else left

1350 hanging – the spirit surrogate bursting its
vacuum tube in the shade in place of

customary burnt offerings to the
ONE G.O.D. – HEwho casts no shadow on

this earth “ghost at midday” – the hand
recoils in agony… an incendiary method

doing away with the postlapsarian self
(“alibis melt off like grease”) – we are

not alone in knowing what we have donemon
pauvre caractère… restless for meaning in a

1360 “wilderness of doubt”… the
next scene introduces a contradiction



as emblematic red hands clenched or outstretched
lash the salt thickened air – their twin

deform over bearing the harbour view
in gestures of manliness – do not

tell me it is not true it’s only the obvious
which is stated – the rest keep as they are &

as they always have been (… )

XXX

epilogue: “to the spited & changeless entities” (that
1370 populate our ungainly drawn out fixation of else

wheres / labouring under the burden their repetitions
impose – senseless even to you) shrouded in
spurious mists thinking if Washington had
never crossed the Delaware – to wash up as dross
on the farther side. in this present time a challenge
to be overcome / traduced / punch drunk with
screwed on helmet & electron plume – a door
in the moon a seraglio of gasoline vapours melting
over shiftless dunes – the pretence of one left

1380 languishing at the foot of a small incline which from
some other distance appearedmountainous
& unable to go on plotting the self like a sick compass
… the effort of raising a cup to lips unused to
such activity – watching the film unreel / skewed
slipping beneath the frame – it is the same one under
a gauze of perception or lack of it / it turns dry / it
pales / sometimes it rains & the leaves fall before
they are wretched or beautiful to sidewalks
nondescript – rites of passage neither disguised nor un

1390 disguised the long arc of insufficiency marks
their descent – brown imperturbable faces unlit



windows (“houses with their brains blown out
by the dark”)… who waits there what are they
waiting for? you know those rooms too well:
the old unrequited pittances turned
vitreous these years like glasses of preserves
sealed with white wax – something deformed
floating in brine – the scenes we seemove “without
in[ter]vention” (it was always going to

1400 wind up being arbitrary)… sloughed off
on the hooks of genre “to render ourselves
naked” the secret languages that
run through us like unbidden transactions – & this
going back over the remains to allay our… ? to
allay us? “forgetting is a kind of accomplishment”
(forgetting what?) as if by some form of para
lysed reasoning you’d come here to escape that –
drawn down in a black funnel eyes closed
breath held in – how long has it been? the world

1410 narrowed to a point a fullstop meant as an
end in the expectancy of a dream / or the state
of being kept at a standstill (second thoughts
teeming like floodwaters around the immobilised
limb) – a tiny homunculus resembling you
in every respect / something to hold in the palm
of the hand. uncertain though of who pulls
the strings who twists themwho turns out the
light – shut in from the outside there’s no one else
here / the ghost’s gone & the story ends
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